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Established in 1983, Trent lnternational Ltd ls today regarded as one of the U. Ks leading manufacturers
of print and printer consumables. Based in the north of England, the company has three main areas of
activity, these being the printing division, the ink division and the procurement division.

The printing division specializes in the production of high quality security printing.

Organisations such as Universities, insurance Companies, Local councils and Examination Boards feature
amongst the customer base. Utilising the latest computerized technology for origination and printing
items such as tamper evident plastic bags, certificates, cheques, registration papers, examination
question and answer papers in OMR format are printed to the most exacting standards.

The use of security substrates (with or without threads) watermarks, holograms and security inks (e.g

thermo chromic, solvent sensitive or magnetic ink) ensure the highest security features and offers
customers the comfort of knowing that their documents have been produced to the most exacting and

secure standards.

A bank of Miyakoshi Continuous printing presses allows for the production of millions of forms each

month and the continual investment in the division offers substantial scope for future development.
Security is at the forefront of the Company's policy. The production facility affords continuous on-site
security, security vetting of staff, annual staff declarations of confidentiality, on-site incineration of all
waste paper and the certified disposal of printing plates.

The ink division, producing matrix ink ribbons , ink jet and laser toner cartridges manufactured under the
brand names "Lasting lmpressions" and "Black Diamond" is universally regarded as the premier source
for compatible products. These items, sold throughout the world, are equivalent in performance to the
OEM product but supplied at a fraction of the cost. The consumables produced are for use in a variety of
diverse machines such as H.P, Xerox and Tally Genicom printers.

The procurement division is well placed to source items throughout the world. Over the past 30 years , a
network of primary suppliers has been built by the Company and in consequence is able to offer
discounted prices for such diverse products such as H.P. laser printers, Riso and Duplo digital
duplicators, mail bags, examiner bags, general stationery items etc.

The Company's philosophy of quality products supplied at highly competitive prices, coupled with
speedy deliveries, has enabled it to enjoy unprecedented growth at a time when many others find the
market conditions difficult. Our mission is to improve quality and cost effectiveness. Each customer is
regarded as a partner and our size and structure enable us to be flexible enough to cater for the most
demanding requirements, in accordance with the Companls l.S.O g00l accreditation.
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